
Exedra2

The right mechanism and the left mechanism are independent of each other, therefore it is possible to order them individually. 
If they are installed on the same cabinet, they must be configured as a pair.

Exedra2 Star is the version where the compartment that houses the mechanism is always hidden by the cover panel which is fixed to the front 
of the system. 
Exedra2 Smart is the version that requires less depth of the cabinet; the door edges are visible when they are folded into their compartment.
Both versions are available with the electric Push kit for the opening of handle-less furniture.

Single door, left mechanism Single door, right mechanism

Double doors, pair of mechanism (left and right)

Single door, left mechanism Single door, right mechanism

Double doors, pair of mechanism (left and right)

Exedra2 Assembly and examples

Exedra2 Star is the version where the compartment that houses the mechanism is always hidden by the cover panel which is fixed to the front 
of the system. 

Exedra2 Smart is the version that requires less depth of the cabinet; the door edges are visible when they are folded into their compartment.
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Exedra2 Star

The Exedra2 system is the ideal mechanism in a host of applications. The absence of a frontal lower track makes it adaptable to any 
application, from traditional cabinets to walk-in wardrobes.
The system does not necessarily have to be placed on the floor, therefore it is possible to create systems raised from the ground or placed 
on a cupboard or a chest of drawers.

Thanks to the innovative door movement system with its moving load-bearing frame, the weight of the system and the doors is carried solely 
by the side of the cabinet; the system places no load on the top of the cabinet. As a result, double systems with an enormous free internal 
span of 3000 mm are possible without requiring a central panel or support.

Traditional    In wall recess Raised from the ground

Traditional    In wall recess Raised from the ground

Exedra2 Smart
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